
Listed buildings re domestication 

 

Two sides to every argument especially when it concerns domestication of a listed 

building.  

 

We are increasingly finding that owners of listed buildings are running into 

protectionist conversation issues when attempting to make what are apparently 

considered very minor improvements to their properties. These issues can make the 

pursuance of even simple projects a very long winded and time consuming process.  

 

As planning consultants we understand and agree wholeheartedly that listed 

buildings need to be protected, however, as the occupiers point out, they are still 

homes and work places. It is therefore important to be able to strike a balance 

between preservation and adaption as the upkeep of many of our historic buildings 

depends on them being used and loved.  

 

Owning a listed building brings with it a large number of responsibilities and 

acceptance of the removal of many of the rights normally associated with 

improving or expanding a home. Firstly, with regard to responsibilities, there is a 

statutory and legal duty to protect the building and its intrinsic qualities (both inside 

and out) so that the special merits of the building e.g. historic and architectural are 

preserved for future generations. Secondly the normal rights of homeowners to 

modify or extend properties are more restrictive so that even the most mundane of 

changes would normally require at least listed building consent if not planning 

consent as well. 

 

Often when it comes to home owners aspirations, their requirements are to enhance 

their living environment and to improve their quality of life, however it is then that it is 

apparent that changes are beset with unexpected difficulty.  

 

Once such example that demonstrates such a set of circumstances is a recent case 

of ours - Field House Barn.  

 

Field House Barn, together with the remainder of a group of former farm buildings 

were converted to a residential use in the late 1990’s, and are set around a south-

facing courtyard to the north of a Grade ll* listed building known as Field House. Due 

to the physical proximity and former functional relationship with Field House the 

barns are all curtilage listed structures and therefore protected as Grade II listed 

buildings in their own right.  

 

At this point it is interesting to note the variance between the appearance and 

permitted domestication of one elevation with the difficulties surrounding a 

seemingly simple request for a change to another, but quite different, elevation.  

 

While the eastern elevation faces a courtyard with multiple openings for windows, 

doors, roof lights, and is fully domesticated in terms of “furniture” and appearance, 

the rear elevation of the property has minimal openings, save for one small window 

and a large glazed former threshing wagon opening created as a part of the 

original conversion.   The remainder of the extensive western elevation comprised 

plain brick work with rows of ventilation holes which were infilled with recessed brick 

providing an appearance of how the original barn would have looked.  



 

One might presume that because of the appearance of the one elevation that 

similar treatment would be suitable for all elevations but this, as our case study 

shows, is not necessarily the case. 

 

Our client “simply” wanted to add a single new door opening to provide ease of 

access from a ground floor reception room into the garden as well as letting in more 

light. It was known by the owners that permission was required but the drawn out 

process, eventually requiring an appeal, was not anticipated.  

 

Initially Foxley Tagg, believing that permission was justifiable, produced the 

necessary applications and submitted the relevant plans and supporting statements 

to justify the proposal with regard to planning policy and the historic context.  

 

The local council however refused both planning permission and listed buildings 

consent on the basis that the opening would, “detract from the special architectural 

and historic interest that the building possesses therefore it would result in the loss of 

historic fabric and bring a more domesticated appearance”.  

 

The view of the Planning Authority was firmly protectionist whereas we considered 

that the scheme, being so minor in nature would not appear as a particularly 

noticeable feature in rear elevation which was dominated by the existing large 

opening. Furthermore we considered that the addition of a solitary opening would 

not lead to a domestication of the elevation and that a simple doorway would not 

impact on the historic qualities of the building or its rural character. 

 

Despite the refusal our clients agreed with us that an appeal was the correct way to 

proceed and an appeal was submitted in order to allow an independent Inspector 

to explore the merits of our case and come to an impartial judgement. After visiting 

the site and reviewing the submitted material, the Inspector allowed the Appeal 

with his summary outlining that, “I am satisfied that the proposed works would have 

a neutral effect which would retain the building’s essential qualities, and that the 

special architectural and historic interest of this curtilage listed building would be 

preserved”.  

 

The impartial judgement agreed with our pretext that the works were “modest in 

scope” and therefore would “preserve the special architectural and historical 

interest of the Grade II listed building”.  

 

In summary, simple modest domestic changes or even extensions in respect of listed 

buildings cannot be assumed although with perseverance such changes could be 

achieved; however it is not necessarily a straightforward process.  

 

Contact Sally Tagg (Foxley Tagg Planning Ltd) 01242 222107 / 

office@ftplanning.co.uk if you have a project in mind or are having difficulties.  
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